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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Presentation
Who's Saipem
SAIPEM, established in 1969, rapidly became a
leading international field services contractor
accomplishing a large number of important projects
for the oil and gas industry orld:wide.
The Company, certified I S 0 9001 by Lloyd's
Register Quality Assurance, operates directly or
through its Italian and foreign subsidiaries in the
following sectors: Offshore and Onshore
Construction including Pipelines and Offshore and
Onshore Drilling.
The Company devotes considerable efforts and
resources to technology innovation aimed at
finding new solutions in order to operate in ultradeep waters and harsh environmental conditions.
In recent years, SAIPEM has reinforced its leading
role in the deepwater market for field developments and pipeline installation by providing high
investments for the design and construction of new equipment, new vessels and ROVs capable of
operating in water depths of up to 3,000 meters.
Saipem's NDT Group
SAIPEM's NDT group has
more than twenty years'
experience in the NDT field,
especially with radiography,
manual ultrasonic testing,
magnetic particle inspection
dye
penetrant
and
examination.

I

SAIPEM NDT UFPARTMENT ORGANISATION

Furthermore, SAIPEM has
used AUT extensively for
the last four vears for the
inspection of -PASSO and
SAW pipeline welds on offshore lay barges (through
EMC, European Marine
Contractors Ltd, part of the SAIPEM Group) on various projects in the North Sea and in China for a
number of Clients and on-shore (through Saudi Arabian SAIPEM, part of the SAIPEM Group) for
various projects in the Middle East.
In Cortemaggiore, about one undred kilometers south of Milan, Saipem has its own welding
laboratory with advanced equipment and team of engineers engaged in pipeline welding activity.
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The plant covers an area of about three thousand square meters and is dedicated to: R&D for
advanced and conventional welding technology and for NDE Technology, proqedure qualification
for pipeline welding, procedure development for special welding applidations, equipment
development for pipeline welding, training course and welder qualifications for welding processes
and training course whit finally certification for NDE personnel.
The laboratory offers the capability to simulate the actual field welding conditions of offshore
(S-lay & J-lay) and cross-country pipeline.
Saipem NDT Group as part of a large pipeline contract means that it has access to a large part of
weld data, samples and feedback results.
1
This means that AUT performance has been comprehensively validated and is subject to continuos
improvement.
AUT Personnel

followed by a week training 'course on equipment maintenance i~
Quebec, Canada (RDITech, manufacturer of the Pipe Wizard PA,
and followed by a stringent examination at the end.
Upon satisfactory results the operators will be given a training
course certificate with the course program as attachments.
On passing the examination, the technician will undertake fieldwork
as a scanner technician prior to, if suitable, qualifying for a position
as an assistant AUT Technician and finally AUT Technician
(Capable of interpretation and reporting). This process takes a
minimum of 6 months before a suitable operator is regarded as fully
trained.
Successful candidates are formally certified in accordance with
ASNT SNT TC 1A or equivalent and SAIPEM Work Instruction WISPA-PSEM-001-E.
Engineering Critical Assessment (ECA)

I

REJECTED

4

Workmanshlp critorla

-

1

I

Pipelines are typically constructed by joining sections of pipe together,
using either manual or automated welding. Since pipelines operate at a
high percentage of weld strength, these welds must be constructed to a
high standard. The advent of higher strength steels, high demand for
pipelines, greater environmental concerns, thinner pipe walls and
improved technology have all lead to more demanding inspection
requirements.

I

In recent years, Engineering Critical Assessment (ECA, also called
Fracture Mechanism, Fitness-For-Service or Structural Integrity) has
been used to evaluate defects because ECA is considerably less
conservative than traditional "workmanship" criteria. ECA is
advantageous as it can reduce the reject rate significantly, thereby
reducing construction costs.
3
igineering Critical Assessment

ECA, due t o its skill in determining how much danaerous is a
defect, permits to consider acceptable a "safe" defect even if
longer than established, avoiding repairs which could cause bad1
~ a l i t yof the pipelil
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i

I.

Radiography has been used to inspect pipeline welds for decades, but this has severe limitations,
particularly for ECA assessment. As a result, radiography for pipelines is being, steadily replaced
by ultrasonics worldwide.
; , , '
,

Y-,

.

-

Advantages of AUT over RT
Specifically, radiography has the disadvantages shown on
the side.

-"

A

Furthermore AUT offer the advantage of:

Safetv
- Absence of radiation hazards;
-

Absence of an RT crawler unit:
Enviroment
Absence of chemical products;
Cvcle time
Speed of inspection;
Ins~ectionrecords
..
- Fast access to acquired data:
Qualitv control
Accurated measured of defect depth;
Applicability of fracture mechanics acceptance criteria
instead of workmanship;
Accuracy
The Probability Of Detection (POD) of defects is
better than RT;
Abilitv to accuratelv size defects:
- weld-repair are mclre justified w i h AUT than with RT;

-

.....--.----.L-..

DISA01VAMTABRS
or MbZ@f&&MHY

,,. '
Cannot measure defect dspths
for651

1

Is typically slower than

ultrasonics
Is operator. subjective
Detection Is usually lnforlor to

conventional mechsnlzsd
ultrasonics

I
Risks for the radiations presence

Overall, ultrasonics can save construction costs by process control and the use of ECA to minimize
the reject rate, oflen below I%.
A new development in Automated ultrasonic inspection of pipelines (AUT) comes in the form of
phased arrays.

1.2 Typical Weld Defects
In autogenous fusion welding discontinuities can be found both in the weld metal and in the heat
altered zone.
Some discontinuities, formed in one of these two zones, can propagate in the parent material.

,.
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Weld discontinuities can be classified depending on their:
Position
a) surface: these are surface discontinuities on the weld surface

a) two-dimensional discontinuities have a relatively large cross-section in o
direction and a small or negligible cross-section in the direction perpendicular
the first one.
b) three-dimensional discontinuities that develop in all directions
!
,'

a) Metallurgical; these are caused by:

-

residual stress; this is in direct proportion to the material strength an
develops both longitudinally and transversally with respect to the weld;
-fusion in the parent metal;
- absorption of gas in the weld metal;
- fast cooling of the joint
b) O~erational;caused by:
- inadequate working conditions;
materials not properly stored;
- bad preparation of the edges.

-

WELD METAL

.,:.2
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Typical defects are described as
follows:

Cracks in the weld metal
- Hot Cracks
- Centerline Crackina (or
Solidification Crack)
- Cracks in the heat altered zone
Lack of fusion (misfire)
Lack of penetration
Porosity and Blowholes
Missed Edge and Undercut
Burnthrough
Bead Offset (or Wander)
Geometry: High-Low
;

Cracks in the weld metal
Cracks are the most dangerous defect in welded joints because, even if they are small, they are a
fracture in progress, with a high stress concentration factor (etching effect) at their ends. A crack is
susceptible to grow with time depending on the service stress and on its initial dimensions, causing
the joint to yield.
Cracks can be longitudinal, transverse or interdendritic (in other words they follow neither the
longitudinal nor the transverse orientation of the dendritic grains in the fused zone):
Hot Cracks
These develop during the joint cooling process. They can be very small (micro-cracks) or very
large, up to a few tens of centimetres.

Hot cracks are formed during the joint
solldMcaiiol~slage; they are generally
longitudl~~al
and arranged at the cenlre of the
run where they were formed; they may or may
not come up to the sarface.
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Centerline Crackina or Solidification Crack
If too much weld metal is deposited too quickly the heat gradient in the weld nugget will cau
shrinkage cracking to occur as it solidifies (also called solidificati6n cracking or shrinka
cracking). Centerline cracking is unacceptable at any length.

,
waokr in bdaned and tamped ttwl

Cold cracks are formed durlng the jolnt cooling
stage. They are more frequently transveme
than longitudinal, because longitudinal stresses
are stronger.
They are mainly caused by:
- high hydrogen content in the fused zone;
high cooling velocity;
- high level of shrinkage stress.

-

Cracks in the heat altered zone
These can be found in a weld heat altered zone or in its proximity.
They are usually longitudinal but they can also be transverse; they can be superficial or develo
inside the weld bead.

They develop during the joint cooling. They can
be vety small (microcracks) or very large, up to
a few tens centimetres.
They are mainly caused by:
presence of quenched structures in the
head altered zone;
- hydrogen absorption by the dip;
residual shrinkage stress.

-
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Lacks of fusion (Misfire)
This is a discontinuity between one edge and the weld metal, caused by-tke absence of fusion.
Inclusions can be found in the weld metal, and they are regions of the weld bead where, instead of
the weld material, foreign substances can be detected (gas, non-metalk or metallic products).
Discontinuities in the profile come in the form of a deviation in the weld metal outline in relation to
the ideal profile, composed of a line that partially penetrates the edges and gently connects with
the parent material, regardless of the type of joint.
/ ,'

They are similar to lacks of filsion, but between
the edge and the w e l d metal an oxide layer i s
interposed.

..
It is a discontinuity between one edge and the

weld metal, caused b y the absence of fusion.
The most likely causes are the same as those
causing lack of penetration.
These are typical of fermic steels fof processes
wrth a low concentration in the heat flow (MAGI or
of easily oxidable materials (aluminium ailoys):

Lacks of penetration
These discontinuities are caused by the absence of fusion in one or both the sides of the weld.
They can be found in the first run (Root) or in the weld core, depending on the type of preparation
(V groove, double V groove, etc), or in successive runs.
Lack of penetration is a serious defect and is almost always unacceptable.

This can be found i n the fired run (root) or i n the
weld core, depending on the type of
preparation ( V groove, double V groove, etc),
or in successive runs.
They are mainly caused by bad edge preparation
(too small chamfer angle, insufficient distance
between edges, misalignment) or by the welder's
lack of skill in the case of manual welding.
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Porosity and Blowholes
Porosity refers to cavities caused by gasification of impurities on the weldpreparat~onsurface m
loss of shielding gas.
These cavities are the consequence of gas pockets in the dip which have solidified too fast.

-

Round-shaped ~nclusionsare called pores or blowholes, depending on their dimensions, small&
bigger than 1 mm respectively.

These cavities are the consequence of gas
pockets in the dip that have solidified too fast.
Roundshaped inclusions are called porea or
blowholes, depending on their dimensions.
smaller or bigger than 1 mm respectively.

Missed Edge and Undercut
Due to misalignment of the internal head or high-low conditions, metal may not become deposi
on one side of the Root bevel.

They often form in manually welded beadg
more frequently in lion-horizontal position%
Undercut is the depression caused by
melting of the parent metal next to the weld
edge. It would need to be very deep to
detect but we could not reasonably see a
difference between undercut and a missed
edge.

They are essentially caused by the applicat~ona
excessive current cornblned mth mishandling

They are bas~callycaused by the application
of excessive current comblned with
mishandling.
They often form in non-horizontal positions.

1 INTRODUCTION
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Burnthrough
i
Burnthrough occurs when the heat of the melt is sufficient to weaken the weld metal laid down
previously and pokes through, thereby removing a volume of metal from the inside surface of the
weldlpipe.
The amount of material may be very small, typically 5-6 mm diameter and only be sufficient to
remove the bead surface.
Bead Offset (or Wander)
Internal welding is performed using six welding heads arranged to align with the weld centerline. If
not correctly set, one or more heads will deviate from the central position.
This may be a head starting on one side and crossing the centerline or it may be a head that
moves straight but is offset upstream or downstream.
BURNTHROUGH
...

BEAD OFFSET

T

weld centerline

Geometry: High-Low
This is not a defect. High-low is a geometry condition caused by ovality or poor mechanical fit.
Care must be taken by the operator to ensure the indications originating from this do not call for
repair.
However, this condition can cause genuine defects and the two must be discernible.
Large differences in Root transit times are usually an indication of high-low.

At best, thh consists of a sudden variation in the
profile, but it can also bring about the lack of
filsion in the overlapped edge.
It is caused by inaccurate assembly, which prevents
the weld from being regular.

,
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2. AUTOMATED ULTRASONIC INSPECTION

2.1 Introduction
A Brief History of the AUT
Origins of the method date back to 1959 but practical field trials were not carried out until 1972. At
that time the Alberta Gas Trunk Line (NOVA Corporation) began to investigate the feasibility of
using mechanised welding techniques to replace the traditional manual Shielded Metal Arc
Welding process. When evalllating the welding process, NOVA'S engineers determined that parts
of the weld bevel were poorly inspected by the traditional X-radiography which relies on defect
orientation parallel to the beam to permit detection. To address this shortcoming they initiated a
programme to develop an automated ultrasonic inspection system.
RTD of Rotterdam carried out the first tests in 1977 and 1978, obtaining encouraging results so
that the possibility of replacing radiography with AUT as the standard inspection technique became
more realistic.
In 1993 the first major pipeline was constructed using automated ultrasonic inspection in place of
traditional radiography. This began a rapid increase in the use of the technology world-wide.
Automated ultrasonic testing has been primarily associated with mechanised welding as a result of
its original development. However, trials on manual welding in Europe, South America and Canada
have proven that automated UT can be effective here too. System enhancements incorporating
TOFD and B-scan type mapping displays have shown that even off-angle and volumetric defects
are reliably detected.
Since initial acceptance in 1993, research and development have continued using the principles of
this method. In 1996 work was carried out using a phased array EMAT probe system to extend the
range of temperatures tested. Around the same time standard piezo-electric Phased array probes
were being investigated to reduce inspection head mass and to extend the thickness range tested.
The first phased array system was qualified for pipeline use in mid 1999 (Maritimes Northeast
Pipeline, Canada). Since then development has continued in both hardware and software
Pipe WIZARD PA System

I

II

0

i

i

r
i

The
Conventional
PipeWlZARD system, using
multiple
transducers
in
pulse-echo
or
tandem
modes, has been modified
by RID Tech to produce a
phased-array version called
the PipeWlZARD PA.
PipeWIZARD-PA stands for:
Pipe Weld Inspection using
Zone discrimination And
Real-time
Display
with
Phased Array.

I
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PipeWIZARD-PA is a automated ultrasonic inspection system for girth welds, primarily for gas and
oil pipelines from 4" up to 6 0 diameters and from a few up to 33 millimeters in y t .
The Pipe WIZARD PA is composed of:
Ultrasonic transducers
The scanner running on the welding band uses two Phased Array
probes for the inspection of two specific areas of the weld, the
fusion line (bevel face I HAZ zone) and the volumetric area
(deposited weld metal).
Each transducer provides the Operator with two information
elements:
- Time of Flight (TOF) = the position of an indication within the
target zone related to a fixed start of the reference position
- Echo Amplitude = the signal strength of an indication, defining
the specific size orientation and other relevant characteristics.
These two pieces of information are extracted from each
transducer, then combined 'together in multiple views and format to locate, identify and size all
relevant indication. Additional info is presented on "mapping" channels.
The transducers and the wedges are separate components. The Probe type is a 7.5 MegaHertz 60
element phased array (10 mm x 60 mm). The transducers have water as coupling agent or a
water-methanol solution for cold weather which is supplied by means of a pump.

I

I n 9 P i ~ m n h t i eIo ~ ~
The instrumentation consists of a motor
driven unit,
an acquisition unit
(containing the pulserlreceivers), and an
industrial high speed personal computer.

1
I

The PipeWlZARD system uses a 32channel pulser-receiver board to address
both upstream and downstream probes
and, provided that the probes are less
than 32 elements each, extra channels
remain which permits considerable
redundancv. The motor drive unit also
has a spare channel.
Each channel is individually calibrated,
and the operator can adjust gain, gate
position and other key parameters on the calibration block.
Data is displayed on a monitor for easy interpretation.

A

Scannino head
This provides a stable mechanism housing the UT transducer?
and also travels circumferentialh/ around the pipe weld Holdin(
the UT probes at a fixed distance from the weld centreline. The
scanner also contains the encoder, which supplies
circumferential position and speed information.
Scan speed can be up to 150mm per second

I

Umbilical cable
The umbilical cable is 25 meters long and connects the scanner
to the instrumentation. It carries up to 128 small ultrasonic
cables, as well as the water line, power for the motor and the
encoder cable.

2. AUTOMATED ULTRASONIC INSPECTION
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Principle of Phased Arrays
Phased arrays, unlike conventional ultrasonics, generate
and receive ultrasounds electronically. An array of
elements, each connected to a separate pulser and time
delay generator, is pulsed using a focal law. This focal law
defines which elements are to be pulsed and with what time
delay. By adjusting the time delays using the set-up, it is
possible to generate normal beams, angled beams, focused
or unfocused beams, shear waves or longitudinal waves,
depending on the array, wedge, and other parameters.
Elements in an array are usually small and flat. The wave
front of an individual element is therefore somewhat
omnidirectional in both trapsmission and reception. If
several elements are pulsed'simultaneously the wave front
produced is the result of interference of the various
spherical waves from each element. The effect is a wavefront similar to one transmitted by a plane element having
the same dimensions as the multi-element array. If we were
to delay the pulse to each successive element by some less
than half the period of the emitted signal, the wave-front
resulting from the interference is an incident beam with an
angle of incidence which can be controlled by electronics.
Electronic scans and complex scan patterns can be
programmed. For example, by simply multiplexing the start
of the scan, the system can perform linear scanning. The
focal law also defines the receiver parameters and time
delays, which can be different from the pulser focal laws.
Different arrays are used for different applications. Most
applications use linear arrays, which permit linear scanning,
lateral scanning with an angled wedge, and sectorial
scanning. In addition to the capabilities of linear arrays,
matrix arrays permit sectorial scanning in two directions,
such as full phasing capability. There are two common
types of circular arrays: 1D annular and 2D sectorial. These
types of arrays are primarily used for normal beam
inspections, such as for billets and forging. The I D array
only permits focusing at different depths, while the 2D array permits limited beam steering as well.
Electronic scanning, whether linear, sectorial, or DDF, is considerably faster than pechanical
scanning. This gives phased arrays a major advantage in speed, as well as reliability. Beam
steering offers possibilities that conventional ultrasonics cannot match in cases such as weld
and/or complex component inspections. Arrays can be small, which is an advantage where a small
footprint is required. DDF allows the operator to inspect, with one array, a component that would
normally require multiple focused transducers.

-\
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Electronic scanning is considerably faster than mechanical scanning. This gives phased arrays a
major advantage in terms of speed, as well as reliability
,i

Advantages of Phased Array
To permit a smooth transition between the traditional multi-probe and phased array technologies,
the presentation format seen by operators and customers has remained the same as that devised
and refined for girth weld inspections over two decades ago. The multi-channel strip chart has
proven to be an ergonomic way of presenting results from a complex set of data.
To the customer, the fact that the ultrasonic
beam is formed by phase interference will
not be a factor when considering the charts
and weld inspection results. In addition to
performing all the standard functions used
by the traditional multi-probe arrays, such as
pulse-echo,
tandem
and
TOFD
configurations, Phased Array systems have
several features that make them desirable,
compared to multi probe systems:
- smaller probes;
- fewer probes;
- less massive inspection heads (some
heads holding 20 or more probes now weigh
over 30kg);
- smaller zones;
- ability to perform multi-angled TOFD;
- improved defect characterisation by
multi-angle approaches (true tomography);
- Flexibility of coverage with a single
probe design (i.e. several wall thicknesses
can be inspected using the same probe by
simply altering focal laws);

2. AUTOMATED ULTRASONIC INSPECTION
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-

Lighter apparatus making it easier on the operators especially when testing heavy wall sections
where multi-probe units could weigh up to 30kg;
Ease of switching from one thickness to another by simply re-calling a set-up'in the software;
The smaller mass and profile make testing smaller diameters easier;
Ease of switching from one base material to another (with a different qound velocity) by simply
re-calling a set-up in the software.

The objective of AUT
The objective of AUT is to be able to mount the inspection head, inspect t t b weld, interpret the
data, mark the defects, remove the inspection head, save the results on two separate media, print
the output, and move to the next weld in a matter of minutes (onshore).
Mount tha inr~ectionhead
lnterprmt
data

Inspection

Due to significant time limitations, multiple transducers in pulse-echo or tandem modes are used
to travel round the pipe in a single linear movement without any back-and-forth scanning.
Upstream and downstream transducer sets are used for each side of the weld. Additional scans,
such as TOFD (time-of-flight diffraction), creeping waves or transverse pairs can be specified as
well.
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To inspect a new weld profile, first the weld must be geometrically divided into zones and
ultrasonic transducers focused on each zone at the optimum angle. Then a calibration block must
be manufactured from production pipe, and the ultrasonics set up using similar zone discrimination
principles to previous mechanized weld profiles.

2.2 Zone Discrimination
Zone discrimination is an inspection technique that divides the weld into a series of well-defined,
discrete zones, each inspected by its own focused transducer or focal lows if using phased array
probes.
In the automated ultrasonics approach the weld is divided into a series of radial zones depending
on wall thickness, typically:

- Root;

- Land of Cross Penetration (LCP):
- Hot Pass 1 and Hot Pass 2:

,.

- Fill I,Fill 2, etc...

Each zone is typically 1-3 mrn deep, depending on the weld profile, wall thickness, and the
inspection requirements.

2. AUTOMATED ULTRASONIC INSPECTION
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Ultrasonic transducers are designed and positioned to investigate each zone from both sides of the
I
weld centerline.
Highly focused and precision-angled transducers position the beam accurately on the appropriate
section or "zone" of the weld.
The beam is oriented to strike the fusion line as close at a right angle as possible. The angles are
selected to maximize the response from the expected defect type (primarily lack of fusion for
automated welds).

The beams are sufficiently small that each beam effectively examines only its own zone; beam
overlap from the calibration reflectors in neighboring zones should be minimal. Beam overlap from
one zone to another is strictly limited during calibration.

Zone discrimination permits accurate sizing, as a signal detected on only one transducer must
come from a defect less than (or equal to) that zone in height.

2. AUTOMATED ULTRASONIC INSPECTION
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2.3 Ultrasonic Gates
Overall, automated UT requires many ultrasonic transducers for a typical weld, split between the upstream
and downstream sides.

.

A

Two signals are detected from each transducer: a reading
of the reflected energy of the wave (amplitude) and the
Time of Flight for the reflected beam.
Ultrasonic signals received by the instrument are
monitored by electronic gates. This gated region is from
just before the weld preparation line to just after the weld
centerline.
The gates are typically set up with the start of the gate 2-3-mm before the weld fusion line);
the end of the gate is set 1 fhm after the weld centerline (using a through wall drilled hole ).

-

This arrangement puts the weld fusion line or calibration reflector position at 40-50% in the time
gate.

Flaion line

-4

For most channels, the amplitude and time gates are set identically,
with each transducer covering slightly more than half the weld.
The main exception is the Root
channel, where the time gate is
significantly longer than the
amplitude gate. The TOF in the
Root channel is used to monitor
the weld root profile (weld bead for
meander, high-low, mis-positioned
weld band, etc.. )
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-4Mm
The TOF setup can be summarized as follows:

+

Signals with low TOF (say 10% of the distance through the gate) arise fqJm reflectors before
the fusion line;

+
+

Signals with TOF of 40-50% come from the calibration reflector position (fusion line);

+

Root TOF signals coming from the weld cap are normally about 80%, bht'they vary with weld
band position, high-low, bead meander, etc.

Signals at the end of the gate (90%) typically are mid-weld.

2.4 System setup
In view of the variety of different weld profiles, waN thicknesses, and pipe diameters possible the
PipeWIZARD-PA set-up procedure automatically calculates the Focal Laws required to generate a
specific beam.
The operator enters the weld parameters for the specific weld profile, and selects the number of
zones. The computer traces the various rays, and creates the set-up file for arrangement of the
probes. The results are displayed graphically to illustrate the beam angle and position, as well as
numerically.
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The data acquisition permits up to 256 zones in any set-up; However, the analysis software
permits analysis of only thirty two. Thus, the effective maximum number of zongs is limited to thirty
r
two.
The set-up is confirmed by scanning a calibration block as normal. If:one of the zones is not
perfectly aligned or angled, then the operator can adjust the parameters in the usual way to
optimize the results.

.

,

I

Calibration block

I

Welding definition
Welding definition is the first step for the automatic setup procedure. In particular the weld is
defined by:
the type of weld profile (automated weld or manual weld)
weld parameters, i.e. height and various angles of the weld.

+
+

The next step is to determine the number of channels for zones (Root and Hot Pass) and the
inspection angles for beams on the different zones.
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-

Focal Laws Garden Gate
The automated setup outputs the Focal Laws to generate a specific beam and the path
configurations of the beam with angles, wave modes, path lengths, elements etc.
In particular the garden gate is composed of configuration and ray trace for:
w e l d Root zones
LCP and Hot pass zones
- Fill channels
-the Cap region
- volumetric map
- TOFD channels
- coupling channels

-

.:.
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Tax
Tax
Tax

MU US Pulsa.Echo
M U D S Pul.~Echo
MU US P u b ~ E c b

2.5 Calibration
Calibration is a critical component of the girth weld inspection.
For conventional Automatic UT, calibration is performed by scanning over a block with defined
reflectors, one reflector for each transducer.
Phased arrays, can produce significantly more zones per unit depth of weld.
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.

,

A typical set-up procedure would be to scan the calibration
block and maximize the reflectors as per code or specification.
Each zone on each side requires its o h inspection setup;
most zones use pulse echo, but s h e fill zones are better
inspected using a tandem technique (pitch-catch).
Scans will therefore need to be made for calibrating the TOFD
channel and the relative TOFD view linearised to make it
correspond with the real pipe thickness. ' '
Finally the encoder will need to be calibrated to obtain a
correct indication of the defect position around the pipe
circumference.

Calibration block
The calibration block is usually made from the same
material as the actual pipe, from the same factory and
production line, due to possible variations in ultrasonic
velocity from different manufacturing processes.
block

The calibration block is cut from a piece of production
pipe, machined, then re-inserted into a section of pipe
for field use.
To accurately inspect the pipe, calibration reflectors are
used that represent the defects of main interest. For
each zone a reflector is machined.
The calibration block is complex with multiple reflectors,
though an experienced operator can readily deduce
which is the relevant calibration signal for each channel.
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$

I

- For surface-breaking mnes (root, cap), horizontal
notches are used.

- For interior zones, the calibration reflectors consist
of Flat - Bottomed Holes (FBH) usually 3-mm in
diameter positioned and 'angled to represent Lack
of Fusion (LoF).

- For non-surface breaking zones, this typically means

/ .,'

Lack Of Fusion (LOF) along the weld line.

- Besides having ID and OD notches, there is also one
flat-bottomed hole for each of the upstream and
downstream zones.
- There

..

is also a vertical through-wall drilled hole for
setting the positions of the gates.
The figure on the right shows a typical calibration block
cpntaining multiple reflectors.

Channel setup
As a result of the calibration block scan, an output is obtained on which the defects found are
clearly shown (strip chart representation), each of which is highlighted on different channels.

- LCP Flat-Bottomed Hole in Root and LCP channels (upstream and downstream)
- Hot Pass Flat-Bottomed Hole in HP channel,
- Fill Flat-Bottomed Holes in Fill channels,
- Cap notch in upper fill channels (upstream and downstream)
- Through-wall hole in all strip channels (upstream and downstream).

www.iran-mavad.com
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At this point, to obtain a correct representation of the
strip chart it is necessary to calibrate the signals to locate
the defect accurately and to nodalize the signal
~
defect.
amplitude on the basis of the size of t t i actual
Maximizing the representation of the amplitude signal will
maximize the representation of those defects
which are
'
of the same size as the sample defect.

I

In this way all reflectors of the same size as the flatbottomed hole in the calibration block will produce an
amplitude signal equal to the value set.

b.

I

Signals from calibration reflectors in adjacent zones must
be kept, to about 6-14 dB (if possible), below the
calibration signals from the relevant zone. There are also
specifications for cross talk beam width, coupling, pulsing
rate, calibration frequency and other parameters.

During repeated calibration, the reflector amplitudes must be kept within a specified amplitude
range due to normal scanning variations.

&rn~litudecalibration
~fte;you have placed the scanner over a predetermined
target select the corresponding channel to view the target.

-

Using the motor control move the scanner back and forth
across the target. Ensure that when moving back and
forth you select the best location while moving the scanner
forward, not in reverse.
-Once vou have maximized bv movina 'the
scanne; it is now necessary td maximige by
moving the element cluster (Ultrasonic
Parameter).
After maximizing the signal, the amplitude of the
signal itself should be normalized in relation to
the size of the reflector used.
Unless otherwise specified, calibration
am~litudefrom each flat-bottomed hole in
eadh zone is set at 80% of Full Screen
Height (FSH).
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Recording threshold
To correlate the defect position, represented by the TOF signal,
the energy of the reflected beam, represented by the amplitude signal,
a recording threshold is defined.
By means of this threshold it is possible to highlight (with a different
colour) the TOF signal at a s~gnalof greater amplitude than the value
set as the threshold.
f

If the recording threshold is set at 40% of Full Screen Height (FSH),
any signal over this threshold value causes the TOF display to change
from green to red on the strip-chart display to attract the operator's
attention.

'

C!
4

EXAMPLE

I

I
..

St" Chhln
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TOFD Calibration
Amplitude calibration with TOFD in PipeWlZARD is normally straightforward. T0F.D does not rely
on signal amplitude as such, though obviously the gain (and signal-to-noisc'ratio) must be
sufficiently high to detect defects.
Setting the lateral wave signal amplitude to about 40% of FSH is usually appropriate.

Note also that TOFD displays are not inherently linear, and so to obtain correct defect sizing the
TOFD channel must be linearised.
The positions of the lateral wave signals and the backwall signal must correspond with the upper
and lower pipe surfaces, while all the intermediate positions will be adequately linearised in relation
to these two references.

After you have created your setup and you have done the static calibration for your amplitude
channels and volumetric channels you must configure the TOFD channel.
Start the TOFD a-scan and zoom the display to the first two indications you see in the a-scan.

The start position of the first wave, the lateral, is the surface and the end position of the second
wave is the back-wall.
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Adjust the gain to ensure your back-wall is 100% and if possible set the lateral \nJave to 20% - 40%.
It may not be possible to set the lateral to 40% on thinner material due40 a hbher angle used (70
degrees) and the resulting lateral wave will have a much higher amplitude.

Open the TOFD display and place the horizontal ref cursor (red) along the lateral wave. Move the
cursorup to the edge of the first positive wave (lateral wave). The best placement of the cursor
can be achieved by viewing the a-scan while moving this cursor.
Watch the A-scan amplitude value while moving the cursor and select the lowest POSITIVE value
for the lateral wave as shown below.
It is important to ensure you position the ref cursor (red) along the lateral wave and the (blue) meas
cursor along the back-wall. After the above operation has been carried out, it is time to calibrate
the TOFD.
The program will compute the above values and the TOFD pane cursors will now be representative
of the material thickness.
The TOFD is now calibrated and movement of the cursors will show varying depths.
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Coupling Calibration
The coupling channels measure the level of back wall echo to check the efficient cyupling between
the probes and the pipe surface.
A lack of coupling shown by red colored sections in the channels in question, highlights attenuation
or lack of signal in the other channels.
This situation therefore invalidates examination of the portion of welding at these points.

The coupling channels must be made transparent (pitch-catch), so that the beam emitted by the
transmitting probe can be picked up by the receiving probe.
Shear waves are used, setting the speed of these waves to suit the type of material used.

ear wave
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a

Encoder Calibration
To allow a defect to be located around the circumference of the pipe, all cpannels are shown in
relation to the position on the pipe circumference.
Encoder calibration allows true correspondence between the value shotvn and the exact position of
the defect.
Calibration is carried out by marking on the pipe the scanner starting point and then measuring the
actual distance traveled during the entire scan. The value obtained will be compared to the
t '
effective value measured by the scanner encoder.

A further scan will give the actual correspondence between the encoder values with the true
distances measured at 90°,180" and 270".

I
I
I

START pM

2.6 Inspection
Once calibration is complete, the actual welding inspection phase can start.
The scanner is accurately positioned at a fixed distance from the center of the weld, and the
scanner rotates round the pipe on the welding band.

Welding
band

-

a-

Weld
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As a result, each transducer beam inspects its narrow strip of material
Inspections are performed from both sides of the weld, upstream and downstre?

high precision.

To inspect within the specified time frame, it is necessary to travel at speeds up to 150 mmlsec.
This requires attention to the mounting and coupling of probes, and to the mechanical delivery
system.
With many inputs involving full waveform collection, high data transfer rates are required. As the
data is normally displayed and stored in real time, rapid data storage and display are necessary.

High speed IndusMal PC
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3. OUTPUT DISPLAY

3.1 Screen layout
The screen layout essentially "opens out" the weld from the root; the operator views the screen as
if the weld were cut open along the weld centerline with the different zones displayed.

An operator evaluates the chart results and makes a decision as to the weld acceptability based on
the length of signals exceeding a threshold as set out in specifications and regulation codes.
The philosophy behind the output display is to allow the operator to simultaneously view all
channels of ultrasonic information, and to detect, characterize, and size defects within the tight
time constraints.
The operator must be able to accept or reject the weld before moving on to the next one.

The standard output display consists of:
3. OUTPUT DISPLAY
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- volumetric mapping channels from the root and cap; Volumetric mapsf(6-scans) of the
(upstream and downstream) are shown in the center of the screen;
- a series of strip-chart displays (one for each zone) are shown beside them in zone order;
- optional TOFD channels:
- circumferential position is shown on the left and
- coupling checks on the right.

root

Scans are indexed and stored automatically. Each file, including TOFD and root and cap 6-scans,
can be saved on hard drive, optical disk, or CDROM, depending on the cli6nt's particular interest.

Data is displayed in a combination of strip charts and B-scans, time and amplitude is digitized and
displayed in a chart format ( s t r i ~chart).
A trained operator can rapidly characterize a reflector using
- the twin-gate strip chart display,
- can check the TOFD channel for confirmation,
- can accurately size and locate the defect using cursors or the defect table,
- and quick ly determine whether the defect is acceptable using a look-up chart.

1, 11.1.
8.
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Table Sample acceptlreject criteria for girth weld defects
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Strip chart
The strip charts contains both amplitude and time (position) data:

- the amplitude signal is displayed as a line that is percentage of the Full
Screen Height (FSH).

[Tiaiiq

I h p l b d . nI.

El

-I

4
FSH

- the time is displayed as colored bars, which change from green to red
when an above-threshold signal is detected.
When visualizing the strip-chart channels the follow~ngthresholds can be
set:

L

P

- minimum level of amplitude signal visualized (generally 5%)
-minimum time of flight value visualized in green (20%)

- minimum time of flight value visualized in red (40 %)
Using the amplitude and time information from each zone, the operator can effectively determine
the location and acceptability of reflection in real time.
The operator can determine where the defect is in the weld, and can readily differentiate between,
for example, lack of fusion in one fill pass or the cap pass (LFSS) and center-line cracking in the fill
zones.
The time gate is set from the same start point as the amplitude gate. For selected gates, the time
gate is set to well past the center of the weld, i.e. the time gate is significantly longer than the
amplitude gate.
With the dual-gate strip charts (signal amplitude and TOF in the gate), operators can rapidly
determine the length, location, and maximum depth of any defect.
(Other presentations can be arranged, depending on operator or customer preferences).
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Volumetric maps
Volumetric maps also called "B-scans" are amplitude-time images
discontinuity is displayed as it would be seen on a cross-section of

of the weld, the

The presence of the discontinuity cause no signal to be detected on the line corresponding to the
bottom surface in the discontinuity zone.
The intensity of the image displayed on the screen is proportional to the amplitude of the pulse
reflected by the discontinuity.
Root and cap volumetric maps are used to characterize porosity within the weld, since this is a
defect not clearly observable in the other channels.

On the volumetric maps, results also show the presence of misalignment or high-low defects as
the lower edges of the weld profile can be recognized by the upright lines that run parallel along
the map.
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For the root pass the operator can differentiate between external undercut low cap, porosity, highlow and misalignment of the welding band using the two root pass strip charts and the B-scans.
,$

TOFD channel
In the TOFD channel, data are collected on a high resolution, gray scale B-scan.
The vertical axis reDresents Dosition alona the weld lenath, the vertical band on the left of the
image represents the test suiace (OD), an: the band to the right represents the back-wall (ID).
Flaws appear between these bands at the appropriate depth and length positions.
TOFD images are generally interpreted by identifying the diffracted signals occurring between the
lateral wave and back-wall signals that represent weld cross-sectional volume.
The TOFD channel is used to confirm the presence of defects. TOFD is recommended for all welds
to detect misoriented defects, though TOFD is not always a specified requirement.
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3.2 Typical Results
I
Despite the apparent complexity, this output display has evolved to permitthe operator to make
rapid analyses of the scan results. A trained operator can rapidly characterize a reflector using the
twin-gate strip chart display, check the TOFD channel for confirmation;accurately size and locate
the defect using cursors, and quickly determine whether the defect is acceptable using a look-up
chart.
The operator can check the time gate and other information to characterize the defect(@, measure
t '
the length and determine whether the defect is acceptable or not.
The operator can also check the TOFD channel, the root and cap B-scans if appropriate, as well as
the coupling channel.
A typical scan of a "good weld with minimal defects. Since viewing the full 360" scan of a weld
tends to confuse the image, normally scans are "zoomed" to about 500 mm of circumferential
length. With practice and b~:scroiiingthe screen, it is possible to make structural integrity decisions
literally while the weld is being scanned.

Defect Sizing
To accept or reject, the operator must correctly characterize the defect, and measure its length,
depth.and size (height).

Defects can be sized "in real time" by determining the number of zones that the defect is detected
on.
For example, a defect that triggers on only one zone is that zone deep (2-3 mm) or less. A defect
that triggers on only two zones is two zones deep or less.
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This sizing technique is rapid, but only accurate to the zone size (a few millimeters), In some
instances, this accuracy may be sufficient, but in many cases it is inadequate, especially when
defects overlap zones
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Zone heiaht Correction Table for Am~litudeSizing
To size a defect accurately the amplitude signal must be assessed against the zone height and, if
necessary, against the results obtained by calibration using the calibration block.

The main zone signal will be corrected by multiplying its zone height by the percentage of screen
height it exhibits.

Height

I Amnlitude sianal
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The adjacent zone signal will be similarly corrected but after reducing the amplitude of the signal
by the calibration overlap.
,I

Figure: Example of Zone height Correction Table (Defect slze = %Amplitude x Zone Height)
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I

Rapid acceptance or rejectiont of welds is performed using a lookup table based on Engineering
Critical Assessment (ECA) criteria. As a result, the reject rate using automated ultrasonics is lower
than that using radiography.

The table shows a sample table for acceptancelrejection of defects. These values are based on
Engineering Critical Analysis (Fracture Mechanics) for the life cycle of the pipe. They depend on
specific material properties, wall thickness, service life and inspection capabilities, and are only
valid for a specific pipeline.

Externel undercut lm cap (LFS)
Eaemsl undercut l a , cap (LFS)
Sutlacs pomsny 1 plnholss
Enmsl vnld nmdonsmem

0 5 rrn-10mm
1 1 rnm25rnrn

25mm
>2 5mm

250

3s
1%
25
25
none allwmd

lm

Defects can be one or more zones deep, depending on zone dimensions. Under these
circumstances, the operator can immediately size the defect as the depth of that zone, or less.
Note that quite long defects are acceptable, and that centerline cracking is not permitted at any
length.
ECA acceptancelrejection criteria can be applied to defects that are two or more than one zone
deep, but an appropriate table is required. The pipeline operator or construction company should
provide an appropriate accepffreject table.

3. OUTPUT DISPLAY
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3.3 Typical Operator Checklist
The data from the scanner is scrolled onto a monitor, and can be interprqed in real time in
acquisition mode.
Switching to analysis mode, the operator needs to mark and document the defects for regulatory
purposes, as well as to interpret the defects.

Scrolling Display
1. Check the scrollinq dis~lay
Check the scrolling display for above-threshold signals on any strip-chart channel (green TOF)
data turns to red; if a signal is observed, check adjacent channels for associated signals.
Abour-thmhold

2. Check o ~ ~ o s i n
channels
a
for associated signals
For example, if the defect is observed on the downstream LCP channel, check the upstream LCP
channel.

3. OUTPUT DISPLAY
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3. Check the TOF on all affected
channels
Check the TOF on all affected channels
to determine defect location, that is
- pre-fusion line
- fusion line
- or centerline.

4. Check the TOFD channel to confirm the
presence or absence of a defect.
This should help differentiate LOF from nondefects like geometric reflectors.

5. Check the TOFD for to^ and bottom sianals (phase reversal or inversion).
- If the defect is less than 2 mm deep, then the top and bottom will not be distinguishable.

- If the defect is near either surface, check the TOFD lateral wave or back-wall signal for breaks to
determine if it is a surface-breaking defect.
6. Estimate the defect lenqth, if appropriate, from the scrolling display.

3. OUTPUT DISPLAY
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sdpam

Analysis Mode

1

I

II

The PipeWIZARD Analysis mode is a mode for analyzing data collected in a weld Qcan
6

1. Display the full weld.
2. Zoom in on appropriate defect. Normally display about 500 mm of weld for viewing
convenience.

3. Check the defect profile: smooth, rough, or highly irregular

4. Check the TOF to locate the indication position: indication at the fusion line (calibration
distance), centerline (center hole position), or elsewhere
5. Check adjacent and opposing channels for associated signals.
6. If the defect occurs on sevetal channels, use the horizontal cursor to determine if more than one
defect is present.

7. Use the TOFD channel to confirm defect presence, and to establish whether defects are
surface-breaking (check back wall or lateral wave for breakslperturbations).
8. Mark the defect and add to the defects table.

9. Determine acceptancelrejection of the defect from the appropriate look-up table or other criteria.

Marking Defects
To mark defects
1. Dis~lavthe data in analvsis mode (normally PipeWIZARD-PA switches to this mode after a
scan, but recalled output
is also in analysis mode).
2. =through

the data to find the appropriate indication to be marked.

3. Mark the beainnina and end of the indication using the reference and measurement cursors.
The start (Reference), end (Measure), and length (Delta) are shown in the defect table.

4. Select each view on which there is a flaw to be identified.
5. Select the appromiate type of defect, for example porosity or LOF.

3. OUTPUT DISPLAY
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Select Acce~tableor Reiectable.

3. OUTPUT DISPLAY
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4. TOFD (Time-Of-Flight Diffraction)

,
a
4

4.1 Introduction to TOFD
The diffraction phenomenon
Time-Of-Flight Diffraction (TOFD) is an ultrasonic inspection technique based on diffraction of
ultrasonic waves on tips of discontinuities. Instead of geometrical reflection from the surface of the
discontinuities TOFD uses the diffracted signals from the tips of defects to detect and size
reflectors.
When the beam of the incideit waves reaches the surface of the defect it generates a reflected
wave, while the tips of the defect are sources of spherical diffracted waves.
The diffracted waves generated by the tips of the discontinuity propagate in all directions, are of
low amplitude and depend on the incident angle.
Incident

Dhactsd
WW8

I

DWRactlon: summary
Incldent wave
Incident wave

reflected wave

I
,dlmacted waves emitted by
defect boundaries

,

ReRected

wave

f

;

..

Low .,.rgy

Difhscted

waw

Dependent of
inddence angle

lCyllndrlcaUspherlcalwaves

emitted In all directions

Amplitude typically 20 to 30 bB below direct reflection

One transducer is used as a pulser, the other as a receiver, and the two transducers are positioned
at optimum distance apart.
In contrast to conventional shear wave pulse-echo, TOFD uses high-angle longitudinal waves.
Refracted angles of 60"or 70" are used, with small diameter transducers.
These small transducers generate a wide-angle beam, which essentially fills the whole pipe wall
with ultrasound, in contrast to focused beams for pulse-echo.
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Phase difference
Non-rectified A-scan presentation is needed to show the phase changes

,I

After emission of a compressional wave from a transmitter, a lateral wave t'fayels directly under the
surface (at longitudinal wave velocity), and is detected by the receiving transducer. The first signal
to arrive at the receiver is the lateral wave through the upper surface.

Bade a*
4

2 probas (tmnsmkr! nc4lvar)

a Wlda baam, long waves
Symmwicallytoma wald c4nnr
Lataral wava (sub.rurhcr LW)
Backwrll nflacdon
DMraDtion slpnal daactlon (high rrcelvar smslUvly)

In the absence of defects the second signal to arrive at the receiver is the backwall echo. A portion
of the beam reflects off the bottom of the pipe, giving strong longitudinal wave back wall signals.
Besides the longitudinal wave, shear waves are also generated. Since these shear waves undergo
multiple skips, and have lower velocity than the longitudinal waves, they arrive later than the
longitudinal wave back-wall signal. For practical PipeWlZARD purposes, the diffracted shear wave
signals can effectively be ignored for TOFD analyses.
When a defect is found, diffracted longitudinal waves generated by the two tips are detected by the
receiving probe.
The diffracted signal generated at the upper tip of a defect will arrive before the signal generated at
the lower tip of a defect.
Furthermore, the waves at the two tips of the defect undergo a phase inversion by which it is
possible to identify the top and bottom parts of the defect itself.
If the discontinuity is on the upper surface, all the lateral waves are blocked out by the reflector,
in this case the receiving probe will detect the back wall reflection and just the part of the diffracted
wave generated by the lower tip of the defect.
It is therefore difficult to detect surface defects because of the lack of signal from the lateral waves.
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If the discontinuity i s located on the lower surface, no signal will be returned from the back wall
because it is blocked out by the discontinuity. The receiving probe will therefore only detect the
lateral waves and the diffracted waves produced by the upper tip of the defect..dere too, the lack
of diffracted wave signal makes identification of defects located near the lotver surface more
critical.

Back-wall rurf8ce braaklna crack

When the defect is of the plank type (such as lack of inter-run fusion or laminations) normally only
part of the diffracted waves are generated. In this case therefore the signal detected by the
receiving probe will include the lateral waves, the back wall reflection and just one of the
longitudinal diffracted waves.

Plmar drhct
(lack of lnlar.runfudon, IamlnatlonJ

Defect position influence
With a time of flight for each flight path, the ultrasonic velocity and the spatial relationships of the
two probes, location and height of defects can be calculated. It should however be noted that the
Time of Flight varies in a way which is non-linear in relation to the defect. Therefore, to obtain a
correct TOFD reading, the data received must be linearised.
Location of the discontinuity using the Time of Flight is affected by the position of the defect. The
diagram shows how different reflector positions produce paths of equal length and therefore with
the same TOFD.
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The curves of points with the same Time Of Flight can in this way be identified. From the
intersection of these curves with the area examinable by TOFD it is padjsible to determine the
minimum depth (dmin) and maximum depth (dmax) of a reflector that wid produce the same Time
of Flight value.
The difference between these values will be the maximum evaluation of the defect depth.
As a rule, the maximum error in determining the depth of a defect is less than 10% of the
thickness.

Calculate

4. TOFD (Time Of Flight Diffraction)
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Summary
With TOFD, it is possible in principle to scan over the defects or along the defects.
Scanning over the defects gives a parabolic signal from the defect tips, whichdan be computer',
enhanced for sizing.
However, PipeWlZARD can only scan along the defects (assuming cir~umf~rential
'defects).
Under these conditions, defects are imaged as low amplitude waves from the top and bottom of the
reflector. With a low-noise system like PipeWIZARD, mid-wall defects are normally clearly visible.
The lateral wave has a low amplitude, and the TOFD setup typically involves Setting the lateral
wave amplitude at about 40% of full screen height.
The data are collected on a high resolution, gray scale B-scan.
t '

Prlnciplrs: summary

m Two probes, pitch and catch, LW

* Direct lateral wave, backwall reflectton
Diffracted signals from defect edges
* Phase difference tip-bottom
Defect depth and height are determined
on basis of transition time

* Not based on amplitude
!
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4.2 Data visualization
The A-scan of the TOFD signal amplitude trend as a function of time is shown by a gray-coded
line,
The line color varies depending on the signal phase variation, ranging from black at the signal peak
with negative phase to completely white at the signal peak with positive phase.

.

In this way a B-scan representation of the TOFD signal can be generated in which the upper
surface and the back wall are clearly visible with light-dark bands.

i,

In the same way the presence of the defect will be highlighted by two thin strips at the two tips of
the actual defect.

k:
;
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i
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-

The strip that represents the upper tip of the defect will have invertec), coloring (dark-light)
compared to the upper surface, due to the phase inversion of the diffracted 9aves.

- The lower tip will be represented by a strip of opposite coloring (lightdark) compared to the back
wall.

-

4.3 Calibration Measurement
Calibration
To calibrate the TOFD we have to identify on the B-scan representation the start of the lateral
wave phase (the piece upper surface) and the start of the back-wall signal phase inversion (the
piece lower surface).

Measurement
When a defect is found, it is necessary to identify the start of the signal from the diffracted waves
(upper tip of the defect) and the subsequent phase inversion due to the lower tip of the defect itself.
At this point by linearizing TOFD measurement of the two tips of the diffracted waves ( t l and t2) it
is possible to calculate the depth of the defect upper and lower tips ( d l and d2) and therefore its
size (h)

4. TOFD (Time Of Flight Diffraction)
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4.4 Advantages and Disadvantages
',

Advantages
TOFD has significant advantages over conventional pulse echo, as well asnotable limitations. The
advantages can be summarized as follows:
The operator gets a clear imaae of the weld immediately, and can analyze the defects in "real
time."

,.'

TOFD can detect misoriented defects, such as cracks that do not closely follow the fusion line^
This increases the Probability of Detection (POD)of defects.

which defects are surface-breaking. For Outside Diameter (OD) defects, the
TOFD can also
lateral wave will be broken; for Inside Diameter (ID) defects, the back wall-signal will be perturbed.
Disadvantages
The disadvantages of TOFD have been clearly documented:
TOFD inherently suffers from a "dead zone" a couple of miliimeters deep at the near surface.
Consequently, it is important to use the pulse-echo channels in this zone (upper fill zone).
Similarly, near-back-wall TOFD signals can be obscured.

TOFD signals are low amplitude, and can be missed.
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Scanning along the defect does not allow the operator to determine where the defect is located in
the weld in the axial direction; however, this can be resolved by lookinp at the pulse-echo
channels.
TOFD tends to "over-emphasize" mid-wall defects.
TOFD is not normally a code-approved procedure. Thus all accept-reject decisions should be
made using the pulse-echo data.
There are inspectors who advocate using TOFD alone since the POD has been shown to be as
high as that of pulse-echo. Overall, a combination of TOFD and pulse-echo offers the best
inspection, as the weak points of TOFD are complemented by the strong points of pulse-echo, and
vice versa.

4.5. Analysis of TOFD signals
1. Lack of root fusion
2. Toe crack
3. Porosity
4. Lack of side wall fusion
Most 'of the TOFD region shows only the lateral wave and the back-wall. Signals later in time than
the high amplitude back wall can normally be ignored since these are diffracted shear waves.

There are four typical defects in this plate, all visible on both TOFD and one or more pulse echo
(PE) channels.

Note that there are inherent depth measurement inaccuracies with TOFD line-scans. Defects
which are off-center will appear to be lower in the weld than they actually are, and potentially
incorrectly sized and positioned.
At any selected location on the defect, the depth can be measured using the measurement cursor;
the depth values are read directly from the screen.
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1. Lack of root fusion
The TOFD channel shows a defect apparently starting about half way through the wall, and
causing a disruption in the back-wall signal.
The disruption in the back-wall signal indicates an inside-surface-breaking defect.
The top of the signal can be clearly seen, and has a phase-reversal from the lateral wave.
Note also that TOFD displays are not inherently linear, so this defect is significantly less than half
the pipe wall.
The defect was detected on the left pulse echo Root channel. This indicates the defect position
relative to the weld centerline, information not available from the TOFD channel.
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2. Toe crack

.$

The TOFD channel shows a break in the lateral wave and a clear signal underneath.
The break in the lateral wave indicates an outside-surface-breaking defect.
The second signal comes from the base of the defect.
Note the phase reversal from the top of defect 1, which is expected as tHe'top and bottom of an
internal defect always show a phase reversal.
This defect is detected on the left pulse echo channel, indicating its location relative to the weld
centerline.

3. Porosity
The TOFD channel shows a ragged defect, with both top and bottom of a series of reflectors
visible, but no distinctive structure.
There are no breaks in the lateral wave or back-wall signal. This indicates a sub-surface defect.

The apparent depth of the defect can be measured using the cursors, but this is not meaningful in
this case.

4. TOFD (Time Of Fl'ght Diffraction)
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Looking at both pulse echo 0-scans shows that this defect is "porosity". While the TOFD channel
has clearly detected this porosity, it is not so successful at characterizing it.
a,

4. Lack of side wall fusion
The TOFD channel clearly shohs a defect, with no break in the lateral wave o r back-wall signal.
This indicates a sub-surface defect.

The bottom of the defect is clearly visible at approximately one third of the apparent pipe depth; the
top of the defect is close to the outer surface. Note that the phase reversal is useful here for
identifying the defect top.
The defect can be accurately sized using the measurement cursors, as above. This regular-type
defect is consistent with "lack of side wall fusion" (LOF). The right pulse echo channel clearly
shows a regular defect.
TOFD typically over-emphasizes defects in the mid-wall, so the operator is advised to use the
pulse-echo information for final acceptance-rejection.
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Some of the defects detected by TOFD may be benign; for example, interpass )ack-of-fusion, while
a real defect, presents negligible structural concerns, but would show @il on TOFD and is
probably not detected on pulse-echo. The operator must use experience and judgment in cases
like this, and should be reminded that TOFD is not normally a code-apprbved inspection.

D d d List
#

Typa
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5.1 Schematic representation of Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW)
t ;,
discontinuities
This chapter gives some examples of the characteristics of the main defects found in welds.
For each defect a brief description is givenI together with a summary table of its main
characteristics
in relation to:
..

r"

Indication over threshold
Channel@)affected
Symmetry (US and DS)
Transit time

+
+

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+

""INE

Centerline cracking (or solidification
crack)
Nonfusion (FILL)
Stacked defects
Porosity (FILL)
Nonfusion (HOT PASS)
High-Low
Porosity (ROOT)
Missed edge
Misfire
Bumthrough

Schematic non-depicted cases:
Nonfusion root
Nol~fi~siolr
root and LCP

Bead offset (or wander)
Transitions (or counterbore)
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5.2 Nonfusion root

Misfire

I

Channel@)aIfected

Root and LCP

~ y m m s ~ ' ~D ~g . aYes
d
Tram& llme

At calibration target distance and smooth

Operator should see strong, uniform signals on root and LCP from both sides of weld.
May be acceptable or rejectable.

Defect description
The internal welding head did not fire or sputtered. No metal is deposited.
Ideally this presents two smooth root faces; however, welders have been known to see this from
the outside and the hot pass bug can be run over the area twice.
This can cause some metal to penetrate and reduce the surface area of nonfused root face.
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Missed Edge

'7dical~11werthrrrhold Yas
hannolh) &acted

I

Root and LCP

r yt
Tranril time

I

At calibration target distance and smooth

Operator should see uniform signals on one side only on Root channel only. May be acceptable or
rejectable.
Undercut is a related defect, but usually only seen if very deep.

Defect description
Due to misalignment of the internal head or high-low conditions, one side of the root bevel may not
get metal deposited on it.
Undercut is the depression caused by melting of the parent metal next to the weld edge. It would
need to be very deep to detect but we could not reasonably see a difference between undercut and
a missed edge.
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Nonfusion Root

e v . , I ~ ~ . r t i o nc h e c k l i s t

Opcz,)tor
rracteri!itic

1

~ornlncnt

Channel0 affected

I

sqqstcy (US and DS)

I ..

lndt time

';<::;$$,M,.;.
,*i<l &
..'.. ;";..".*:":"'
-:,,:.,.-...
.?,::.

:.ri.,~,.rr..~~..b:n:.::~~.f

:

r~:i'..i.,;

'>..

At calibration target distance and smootri

Operator should see smooth signals (not necessarily uniform) on Root channel on one side of weld
only.
~ a be
y symmetric, but unusual. Considered a surface defect, even if not surface-breaking (check
TOFD).

Defect description
It may be possible for the root bead to be placed symmetrically but due to oil or arc redirection, an
area of the parent metal does not get melted to fuse with the weld puddle.
The bead will appear acceptable on the inside surfacebut nonfusion still exists.
Although it does not appear to be surface breaking it is considered a surface defect.
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Nonfusion Root and LCP

lndlcation ov6r threshold Yes

,

Channel0 affected

Roof and LCP

Symmeby (US and DS)

No

Transit time

At callbration target d~stance~ald
smooth

,'l

L

Operator should see smooth signals
.. from one side only.
If covering both root and LCP, LoF may be due to Hi-Lo or debris. Basically, this is a variation on
LoF at the root.

Defect description
If a condition of high-low exists, or debris is caught between the root bead and comer of the weld
prep at the land area, the nonfusion may span two zones.
Such a flaw is difficult to evaluate as one or another condition.
If seen mostly by the LCP probe, it is called LCP and if seen mostly with the Root probe but with
some LCP components, it is called a root indication.
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5.3 Nonfusion LCP

1 comment

haracteristic

.

. .

. .

Channalm aff.cted

Trsndt bins

At calibrationtarget distance

Operator should see strong, smooth indications over threshold, maybe on both sides. Note that this
is the only LoF symmetrically visible. Check adjacent channels (Root and Hot Pass) for extended
defects.
Lack of penetration on LCP, visible from both sides, relatively symmetrical, visible on TOFD as
well.

Defect description
Lack of cross penetration can be associated with the internal welding machine not depositing the
bead deep enough, the hot pass weld not penetrating deep enough, or is often associated with
conditions of high-low.
With welder problems, the condition may be more symmetric (seen with approximately equal
length and amplitude upstream and downstream) whereas high-low conditions could cause one
side to be more pronounced that the other.
The adjacent channels (Root and Hot Pass) are usually examined to see if the LCP extends
inwards or outwards.
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5.4

Nonfusion Hot Pass

Isdicationouer-rhresholQYes.

ChannrlW DRede~l

Hot pass (HP)

:symrn.nV.(U~and 0s)

~es.(u~uellv)

Transit time

~&.i~iy~i);y~&~~&r~:~
<**,*!.
.~., "?i:-:;

<.,>.?
: e * :,.?~
, . ~,,..~.%
:<,,
. ~&.,;~ *+. -

gj?gb;~~:~$$~..,.:~:~g?~;jT

At calibration target distance.HPi may have
some associated LCP signal.HP2 may have
some associated Fill 1 signel.

Operator should see smooth signals on one side of weld only. Check adjacent channels for
overflow.
Note that LoF Hot Pass is virtually undetectable by radiography.

Defect description
With its 45" orientation, the hot pass bevel was a difficult problem for radiographic testing.

UT signals here are clear and due to the large angular difference between the 45" hot pass bevel
and the 90"LCP below it and the 85" Fill above, signals from the hot pass zone are not confused
with adjacent zone defects. (If they were detectable by RT these would have been called LFSS).
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5.5 Nonfusion Fill

Channel@)affected

Fill channels

Symmmy (US and US)

No

Tmnslt ilme

At calibration target distance. (Ifthis is also

,i

the cap zone and no indication occurs on
next lower FBI, a possible undercut may
exist)

I

t

I

Operator should see smooth signals on one side only.
Since source of LoF here is often at corner of Fill and Hot Pass, check adjacent channels for
overflow.

Defect description

This defect can be simple side wall nonfusion, or it may have a component of cold lap to the Fill 1
pass. In light wall pipe only two fill pass probes are used to cover the Fill 1, Fill 2, and cap passes.
Undercut, if deeper than Imm, would occur in the Fill 2 zone as well. The operator cannot
discriminate where the nonfusion exists. This must be determined by the hand scanner, who would
have to plot any defects called for repair. If during the manual evaluation no undercut is seen, it is
assumed the flaw is subsurface.
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5.6 Stacked defects

Indication mnr t h r d o t d Yes
Channel(* affected

Two or more adjacent channels

Symmeny (US and DS)

Not necessary but tan occur

Transit nme

At calibration target distance or slightly affsr
(cold lap)

I

I

I

Operator will see defects on two or more channels; not usually symmetrical, and usually short.
May be acceptable by ECA, but, defects over 50% thru-wall may be rejectable by code.
Stacked defect showing on Hot Pass, Fill and TOFD channel, on both US and DS
TOF gate shows defect past fusion line.

Defect description

When welders stop a weld in the middle of the process (to clean a cup or clear bad wire, etc.), they
must then restart the weld in the same area.
If the arc stutters or the stop was not properly cleaned out, a vertical component will be seen that
can extend to two or more zones.
If the chart indicates the situation exists on three or more adjacent zones, it is recommended to
investigate further using manual ultrasonics even if length is less than 25 nun.
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5.7 Burnthrough

I

upcrnxor

e v a ~ t ~ d t ~C o~ C
, ~C

K ~ I S U

Characteristic

Chann@l(da&dad

Root ano L L . ~

&mmltty@?g! -.* DF#.

Nbt:nsoessarfut can nfifiur

Transit tlma

Lass than calibration distance and maybe
smooth or rough

g@JJ?$
p?:
, sds
,a3k*7L>. ,:

Usually symmetric, and usually arises before fusion line, i.e. TOF gate shows signals around 1020% '

Defect description
Burnthrough would produce little or no indication on the Root probe channel. However, if the
situation is more pronounced, metal could be removed from the hot pass and bead as well as
material from the parent metal. This would be seen on Root, LCP and hot pass zones.
Associated with this stacked indication would be an arrival time sooner than the normal nonfusion
and some degree of symmetry.
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5.8 Porosity
Root

haracteristir

/

Comment

Chan~~el(a)
affected

; ~ -*$$
~ :?$
g $ ~ $ ~ ~
>*:$>, ~.*J%$F..~,?<

S y m m . t r y @,-,w-,?p7.<>-,"m
~and DS)

Usually

Tramlt time

Very inegular varying from calibration target
distance to 1-2 mm beyond

Porosity may be above or below threshold; may be symmetric; mostly irregular.
Best seen on Root Mapping Channels.

- No detectable signal on TOFD channel
- Low amplitude root porosity. Shows well on mapping channel.
- No significant amplitude in root strip chart (signal below threshold).
TOF shows clearly.

hows well on maDDina chanel.

F

Defect description
Porosity is seen by the standard probes in the Root and LCP zones.
For fill and hot pass occurring porosity, a special probe is incorporated into the system. Signals will
typically have irregular amplitudes in the amplitude gates and irregular arrival times in the time
gates, although with such short time intervals as exist in the Root and LCP this is more difficult to
see.
Some symmetry is often noted and if the porosity is heavy, the geometry signal seen from the weld
surface will be reduced or even eliminated.
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Fill

:haracteristic

Transit lime

1 Comment
-

Occurs at varying distances and usually
begins at base of pass affictsd.
Associated cap geometry signal may drop
back.

Porosity may be above or below threshold; may be symmetric; mostly irregular.
Best seen on Cap Mapping.
Irregular signal from Porosity detected on two pulse-echo channels

/'
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5.9 Centerline Cracking

Channel(.) 8ffecte.d

One or more fill channels

Symmetly (US and US)

Yes

Transit time

Beyond calibration target distance
corresponding to center notch or hole and
slightly irregular

,.3.k:atg~a
W@

.>Ys:J-:yfi-2a,"s",

.$&!&:

Centerline cracking is a serious problem, and should be reliably identified. Signals usually
symmetric, and usually high amplitude. Position in TOF gate shows that signals in weld centre
(-9046 FSH).

Defect description
This is not likely to occur in the root pass but may occur in any pass made from the outside
surface. As this is likely to pass right through the weld nugget, its amplitude is usually large and
symmetry exists.
On a radiograph the crack edges are very fine and may not show clearly; it would then be
misinterpreted as LCP as it is approximately centered.
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I

Characteristic

Channel0 d e d e i l

Root and LCP

S ~ m . b y l ( U Sand I)SJ

No

Traluil time

Long transit time on high side associated
with short transit time on lm side.

IIGH-LOW

Not a defect as such. Can be identified from strip charts from transit time differences.
Best identified from TOFD channel due to backwall splitting.
Backwall splitting on TOFD channel showing High-Low

Defect description

Not a defect, high-low is a geometry condition caused by ovality or poor mechanical fit. Care musf
be taken by the operator to ensure the indications originating from this do not call for repair.
However, this condition can cause genuine defects and the two must be discernible.
Large differences in root transit times are usually an indication of high low.
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5.1 1 Bead Offset (or Wander)
teristic

.m
. . .

-iI

Comment
a

.

p
ander then movement of transit times is gradda~and across
the enterline. If bead offset then one gr more internal welding
heads are seen to have transit times long on one side and short
on the other and will exhibit a sudden jumping of position from
the center.

Operator should see TOF root gates "wandering".
This differs from misplaced welding band as transitions are abrupt, not gradual.

Defect description
Internal welding is performed using six welding heads arranged to align with the weld centerline. If
not correctly set, one or more heads will deviate from the central position.
This may be a head starting on one side and crossing the centerline or it may be a head that
moves straight but is offset upstream or downstream. Root transit time indicates this condition.
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5.12 Transition (or Counterbore)

lndicatfon m r lhr-hold

Yes

a

Channel0 affected

Any channel can be'ahcted

Symme@qUS and D5)

No

Transit time

If sloped the test cannot be carried out fmm
that side. Ktoo thick, signals will usually
have length as well as long transit times.
All signals must be evaluated manually.

~.!

.. .
.~.
. - . :,.<;..

I

I

Technically a geometric effect, but can be misleading.
Always request parallel machined counterbore; angles counterbore will give misleading signals due
to unexpected angles. Even with parallel surfaces, ovality and misleading signals may arise.
Defect description
To allow heavy wall and light wall pipe to be joined the heavy wall pipe is counterbored to the same
thickness as the light wall. If the counterbore is made as a taper, the counterbored side cannot be
UT inspected as the skip angles are no longer correct. If the counterbore is parallel inspection is
possible but ovality may result in some areas being thicker than they should be. This results in the
gated regions being incorrect for the sound path traveled.
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6. ANALYSIS OF DATA BY CHANNEL

.

t

6.1 Image classification
Any interpretation of ultrasonic signals is complex, and operators should use their training and
experience to analyze the data from all zones. Operators are advised that signal interpretation is
not so simple, so they should review all data available before classifying an indication. This part
assists the operator with rapidly interpreting automated UT data outputs, channel by channel (or
zone by zone).
For this analysis of data the indications can be roughly classified into "smooth, regular" and
"irregular" signals.

6.2 Root
The root transducer is targeted on the mot fusion line at a
specific incident angle.
The amplitude gate typically starts 4-5 mm before the fusion
line, and finishes I-mm past the centerline.
The time gate also starts 4-5 mm before the fusion line, but
stretches past the far side of the root back wall.
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Typical signals are:

Upstream and Downstream Time Gates Show Different TOF pegitions
',

There are several possible conditions here:

A.

The two TOF signals from either side of the weld bead differ, but the times remain
,.,
constant.
One probable cause is a misplaced welding band, whiotljwill exhibit a constant or
gradually changing TOF difference. If the welding band was not accurately
positioned (at 200 mm) from the weld center line, the TOF's from either side of the
I
the band
weld bead will differ. If the error is large (typically greater than +mm),
should be repositioned and the weld scanned again. A misplaced welding band can
be confirmed by viewing the position of the weld bead on the two root 0-scans.

0.

The two:TOF's on the two sides of the weld vary around the weld.
The likely cause is bead offset or wander. Note that bead offset usually affects the
LCP channel as well (see TOF on Root Channels).
The two TOF's vary locally, and may show sudden jumps in TOF.
A probable cause is high-low. High-low is not a defect as such, but must be correctly
characterized. Check the TOFD back-wall signal for signal "splitting," indicating a
double back-wall signal.

Above-Threshold Signals in One Root Channel
If the TOF of the reflector is in the middle of the gate, the signal may be
lack of fusion (LOF) or incomplete penetration.
LOF signals typically show high amplitude, and long, relatively constant
profiles.
The TOFD signal from the defect tip
may show as a distinct line just
inboard of the back wall; however,
the back wall will probably obscure
the TOFD signals.
If LCP signals are also observed, see "ROOT AND LCP.

e li

Above-Threshold Signals on Both Root Channels
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Possibly misfire or burnthrough, especially with an LCP component.

.

If the TOF is in the middle of the gate (that is, at the fusion line),
suspect misfire.
Misfire should be symmetric.
If the TOF is short (that is, the signal occurs before the fusion line),
suspect burnthrough. Burnthrough may be symmetric or
asymmetric.
t

1..
1

The TOFD signal from the defect tip may show as a distinct line just inboard of the back
wall; however, the back wall will probably obscure the TOFD signals.

lntermittent Signals on Either or Both Channels

..

Intermittent signals are possibly caused by porosity, though porosity
amplitudes are usually below threshold. Normally porosity shows as
a series of clustered signals located anywhere in the weld bead, and
is visible with both Root channels. Some signals may extend into
the LCP.
Another possibility is using geometric reflectors.

.

.

L:

r;!

ROOT
POROSmY

Root porosity with no significant amplitude on root strip chart (TOF shows clearly).
No detectable signals on TOFD channel
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6.3 LCP
The LCP is inspected using high angle (greater than 70") shear waves in pul2eeecho mode from
both upstream and downstream.
d

Typical signals are:

Above-Threshold Signals on Both LCP Channels
This is likely due to lack of cross penetration.
Lack of cross penetration signals are typically high amplitude,
symmetric and regular.
LCP defects should show clearly on the TOFD channel.
Lack of penetration on LCP, visible from both sides, relatively
symmetrical, visible on TOFD as well.

T

LACKOFCROSS
PENETRATION

A

Lack of penetrationon LCP, uisiblefrom both sldes,
relstkrelySymnmtrkal,risible on TOFD as well.
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Above-Threshold Signals on One LCP Channel
This may be due to LOF at the root-LCP, Porosity, or LCP edge misseddue to high-low.

.

Irregular Signals from Either LCP Channel
This combination of signals may indicate an incorrect setup, so check calitiration.
Geometric effects on the LCP channel, or incorrect application of proedures(f0r example,
poor temperature control) may cause this.
Porosity is another possible cause.

Root cha
gradually,
appm

~howsTOF decreasina
ltingfar side of root cip
+ band misalignment

,

.,... ..
>

x.

1
.

Irregular signalsfrom
DownstreamLCP channel

6.4 Root and LCP
Typical signals are:

Smooth Regular Signals on Both Channels on RooffLCP
The display shows smooth, regular indications on both upstream and downstream
channels, both at the fusion line (calibration target distance).
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This indicate lack of fusion, or misfire.

Smooth Regular Signals on One Side from RooWLCP
The indications come from both Root and LCP on either the upstr@amor downstream side
(but not both). The Root and LCP signals are associated, but the amplitude may differ on
the two channels.
..

Possibly nonfus~onat Root and L w .

Unusual Signals with Short TOF
Associated signals are observed on the Root and LCP channels, and the TOF is short, that
is, the signals occur before the fusion line.
The length is usually short (5-20mm long).
One possible cause is burnthrough.
This Is a difficult defect to analyze, as the amount and position will vary considerably.
Burnthrough may also impact on the hot pass zones; may or may not be symmetric; and
may be rough or smooth. Burnthrough should show clearly on the TOFD channel.
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Asymmetric Signals with Different TOF on the Root Channels
Indications can occur on either the upstream or the downstream side?The TOF on one
Root channel is very long while the TOF on the other Root channel is yery short. Signals
should be smooth and regular.

.

This is probably caused by high-low, with the long root TOF coming from. .,the high side, and
the short root TOF coming from the low side.
"Splitting" of the back-wall signal into two components may occur if highjlow.
Note that high-low is a geometric signal, not a welding defect. High-low is acceptable at any
length, but must be correctly differentiated from misplaced welding bands and bead
meander.
TOF on Root Channels "Wanders" or Shows Sudden Discontinuity

..
Signals are observed on both the LCP and Root channels, but they are not symmetric (that
is, the upstream and downstream channels show different signals).
The TOF on the two Root channels either go in different directions, or show sudden jumps
in TOF.
This indicates bead offset or wander. Bead offsetlwander is not a defect, and is acceptable
in any length; however, it should be correctly identified. Short lengths may be caused by
bead overlap, where the internal root bead of one head welds over the previously deposited
root metal.

6.5 Hot Pass

rM W CENT-

UnT.
PASS

Tha Hot Par tradumn w n
a halfddp-pl~mimpactton in
pulseacho mode.

Thk a
beam
In the
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Typical signals are:
Regular Above-Threshold Signal on One Channel

ts

AmpmUdlns
relatively smooth
and regular

LACK
OF FUSION
'

..
If the TOF of the signal is at the fusion line (calibration target distance) and the signal is
smooth and regular, it's likely caused by lack of fusion.
Irregular Above-Threshold Signals on One or Both Channels
These are normally geometric signals and are of no structural significance. The Hot Pass
ultrasound beam reflects off the inside wall very close to the weld root. Sometimes, some of
the beam penetrates the weld root and is reflected back from the weld bead outer wall.

in tho weM root

TOFD channel

Due to variations in weld bead geometry, these signals are inherently very variable in
amplitude, unlike TOF or cracks.
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Mid-Weld Regular Above-Threshold Signals on One or Both Channels
I
The defect may be centerline cracking, which normally is detected on the
Fill channels, or a
*'
cold lap.

.

If this is signal caused by centerline cracking it is rejectable at any length.
>

If the signal is due to a cold lap, normal ECA criteria apply.

..

6.6 Fill channels
Upstream

p.~6la

Downstream

WELD CENTERLINE

The Fill channels typically uses a tandem technique, this permits very good reflections from defects
oriented along the fusion line in this zone.
Experience has shown that centerline cracking is detectable using the same setup.
Typical signals are:

Above-Threshold Signals on One Channel at Fusion Line
uw1-

II j.q\'I'
':,,$ , I

,

TOF at 40-50%

i

I/,,'$;tfi
8

'

, .':

Signal

63

lensvl

- - - - - -:

If the amplitude signal is relatively smooth and regular these signals likely come from a lack
of fusion defect along the fill line.
The TOF should be fairly constant over the signal length.
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Highly irregular signal amplitudes are probably due to g e d e t r i c
effects as the Fill beams have a long travel path with multipledSikips,
and are therefore more prone to interference.

E,

.j

Above-Threshold Signalskn Both Channels at Weld Centerline

:- - - Postmn in TOF gate snows that
signals in weld centre (-90% FSH)

-

If the signals are slightly irregular, they probably come from centerline cracking, which is a
serious defect.

CENTERLINE
CRACKING

If the reflector is characterized as centerline cracking it is rejectable at any length.
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6.7 Upper Fill

UPPER FILL CHANNELS
2

,,

VELD CENTERLNE

.i.

P FULL SKIP

I .I

The Upper Fill channel normally uses a full skip shear wave, which gives an inherently long metal
path. This angle gives good orientation for fusion line defects, and for toe cracking.
The Upper Fill channel also inspects the near-surface area, so undercut can be detected.
Typical signals are:

Regular Signals on One Channel
Regular, above-threshold signals on one channel typically indicate a LOF defect or toe
cracking.

LOF visible on one siqe only; some overflow into second zone. Not visible on TOFD since
shadowed by front wall.

onlu; some wemow
into second zone. tlot
visible on TOFD since
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Irregular Signals on One Channel

i.!

.I
If the reflectors are characterized as a real defect that is, crackingi porosity but not
geometry.
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Irregular signals on one channel are likely due to geometric effects or porosity, particularly
from the weld cap.
Cap porosity showing "irregular" signal profile. Porosity non detected on TOFD channel.
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Regular Signals on Both Channels
If the signals are slightly irregular, they probably come from centerline cracking.
They may have associated signals in the zones below.

1,
$!.,

If the signals are regular, they probably come from a cold lap.

5,

x'

..",~

'tI:

6.8 Defects on any channel

.A,.

~..

W.8

$:

Typical signals are:

.:,
.1.:

:t

'.i

Unexpected Signals on Any Channel at Pipe Transition Weld

:+

*.

If unexplained signals occur on any channel, particularly at changes in pipe ID, the cause
may be an incorrect counterbore.
If the thicker section is incorrectly machined to the smaller diameter, or if the counterbore is
tapered, or if the pipe is excessively oval, the zone discrimination technique will not work.
Under these circumstances, the weld must be inspected manually or by radiography.

$' ;

%:

5;
,.I;
'.,.i:
.

.I:

i-.

B'

.1

id:
..
>,
,

Note that counterbore is not a defect, and is acceptable at any length provided it can be
properly characterized. Also note that tapered counterbores are not to be used with
automated UT.
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Short Associated Defects on Two or More Channels
There are two distinct types of short multichannel defects:

1.

Multi-pass side wall lack of fusion: this defect has some lemgth. These LOF
defects are analyzed using normal ECA criteria, for multichannel defects.

2.

Welder stop-start defects, which can be multi-pass, deep and Gblumetric, but are
short. Sometimes these stop-start defects have a volumetric conlponent.
Welder start-stop defects are called "stacked defects" in this mgdual.

Hot Pass, Fill and TOFD
channel, on both US and DS
"

.

I

,

.

-

TOF gate sliows d d e d
pa.tfusion ma.

-

Irregular Signals on Any Channel at Any TOF
Irregular, above-threshold signals can occur on any channels. These may show
considerable variation in amplitude, and possibly in TOF as well. These may or may not
appear to be associated with signals on other channels. These irregular signals are likely
due to geometry, and are common. Thus, it is important to correctly identify them.
Geometry signals arise from interference between the ideal beam path, and some feature in
the weld. Thus, they are more common on some channels than others.
For example, the Hot Pass channel is prone to geometric reflectors from the weld root;
some of the signal bouncing off the inside surface in this channel "spills" into the weld root
and is reflected back from the weld bead back wall.
Due to the variations in weld root geometry, such signals are very irregular.
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